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Тест по 2-дисциплине
1. Translation ____ a love of mine,as well as my profession.
A) is being
B) is
C) have been
D) has
E) had had
F) to be
G) is been
H) was
2. In present-day Britain there are two big political parties,which are…
A) the Republican Party
B) Nur-Otan Party
C) Representative Party
D) the Democrats
E) the Labour Party
F) Anti-government Party
G) Socio-democratic Party
H) the Conservative Party
3. In popular discourse,globalization is often synonymous with …
A) global village
B) political engagement
C) worldwide integration
D) world issues
E) environment
F) economic crisis
G) internationalization
H) racial discrimination
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4. Under the circumstances of increasing competition and Kazakhstan’s longterm goal to become one of 50 most competitive countries,we need…
A) to develop strategically important industries
B) to import oil and gas as in a great amount as possible
C) to join world trade organizations and companies
D) to accelerate the process of economic diversification
E) to attract tourists from far-reaching countries
F) to rely only on the state support and expect them to do everything
G) to provide a partial guarantee and subsidies for foreigners
H) to strengthen the position of domestic enterprises
5. The latest technological advances are…
A) telephones
B) computers
C) drones
D) artificial intelligence
E) radio
F) escalators
G) self-charging phones
H) books

6. The State program of education development in the Republic of Kazakhstan
for 2011- 2020 ___________ by the Decree of the President of the Republic of
Kazakhstan.
A) has been adopted yesterday
B) is being adopted
C) was adopted on December 7,2010
D) was being adopted
E) has adopted
F) will be adopted on December 7,2010
G) had adopted
H) has been adopted
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7. The Republic of Kazakhstan is an industrial country with extensive mining
operations,which contribute significantly to economic __________
A) crisis
B) growth
C) decay
D) development
E) recession
F) improvement
G) enlargement
H) collapse
8. Choose correct words to describe positive sides of any piece of art:
A) horrific
B) exhilarating
C) breathtaking
D) smelling
E) thrilling
F) smashed
G) nail-biting
H) clumsy
9. Small and medium-sized business will develop,if…
A) favorable conditions provides for entrepreneurs by the state
B) the state will provide entrepreneurs with favorable conditions
C) the state will have provided entrepreneurs with favorable conditions
D) favorable conditions are provided for entrepreneurs by the state
E) favorable conditions will be provided for entrepreneurs by the state
F) the state would provide entrepreneurs with favorable conditions
G) the state provides entrepreneurs with favorable conditions
H) favorable conditions provided for entrepreneurs by the state
10. Increased __________ of oil in the US is lessening the reliance on imports.
A) extraction
B) removal
C) mining
D) production
E) supply
F) insertion
G) origin
H) export

